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Abstract 

LROC NAC images coupled with digital topographic 

data derived from NAC geometric stereo image sets 

provide a powerful tool to assess compositional and 

surface property variations at a high spatial resolution. 

We use Hapke photometric modeling, incorporating 

local variations in illumination geometry, to derive 

single scattering albedo. We then assess local varia-

tions in albedo to explore the makeup and properties 

of regolith at a suspected purest-anorthosite locale in 

the Inner Rook Ring of Orientale basin.  

1. Background 

Many geologic questions can be addressed with the 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) 

Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) images, 0.5 m per 

pixel (mpp) at an orbital altitude of 50 km. In this 

work, we investigate areas that have been identified 

as sources of highly pure anorthosite (purest 

anorthosite or PAN [1] (plagioclase > 98%)) on the 

basis of NIR spectral reflectance data. We combine 

NAC images with digital terrain models (DTMs [2]) 

derived from NAC geometric stereo images (i.e., two 

different sets of NAC image pairs taken of the same 

terrain on subsequent orbits with slightly different 

viewing angles), to compute local slopes and viewing 

geometry. We then derive the single scattering 

albedo (w), at ~NAC DTM resolution, using a Hapke 

photometric model [3,4,5]. With this approach, 

Watkins et al. [4] found that by taking local slopes 

and illumination geometry into account (i.e., 

normalizing for illumination geometry at the pixel 

scale), variations in reflectance are primarily affected 

by (1) maturity, and (2) composition. Then, by 

comparing soils of similar maturity (submature to 

mature), reflectance was shown to correlate well with 

composition, namely with the ratio of feldspathic to 

mafic contents. Watkins et al. [4] used Apollo 

landing site data to demonstrate this relationship, and 

Hahn et al. [5] demonstrated the correlation using 

Apollo 17 sample-station soil data. In this work, we 

exploit this relationship to assess geologic and soil 

compositional variations at PAN sites and to assess 

possible heterogeneity of lithologies in the regolith at 

these sites. We present results for the calibration sites 

and initial results for one of the most prominent 

occurrences of PAN, in a location in the eastern Inner 

Rook Ring (IRR) of the Orientale basin.    

1.1 Significance 

Relevant science questions include: (1) What is the 

role of “purest anorthosite” in the makeup of the 

lunar crust? (2) How is PAN related spatially to other 

crustal rock types? (3) What was its origin? These 

questions have significance for how the lunar magma 

ocean solidified and differentiated, specifically the 

efficiency of plagioclase separation, owing to its low 

density and buoyancy in Fe-rich residual melt, and to 

the composition of the Moon’s crust and thus its bulk 

composition. Our approach is to explore PAN 

localities, a primary crustal rock type exposed in 

uplift structures (central peaks, basin rings), 

identified by spectroscopic studies [2,6,7] and to 

conduct compositional analysis using combined NAC 

photometry and DTM data to compensate for the 

effects of topography on reflectance. 

 1.2 Purest Anorthosite 

NIR spectroscopy measurements from recent 

missions reveal pure or nearly pure anorthosite (PAN) 

in uplift structures directly from the occurrence of an 

~1.25 micron absorption and an absence of mafic 

mineral (pyroxene and olivine) features. Ohtake et al. 

(2009) [2] first showed a global distribution of PAN 

using SELENE data. Cheek et al. (2013) [6] and 

Donaldson Hanna et al. [7] used Moon Mineralogy 

Mapper (M
3
) data coupled with laboratory and 

Diviner data, respectively. These studies showed that 

PAN is widely distributed across the lunar surface, 

but mainly in uplift structures (central peaks, crater 

rims, and ring massifs) in large impact craters and 

basins of the Feldspathic Highlands Terrane.  
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2. Results 

Example results are shown in Figure 1. Single 

scattering albedo derived using local incidence and 

emission angles correct fairly well for slope effects, 

especially on Sun-facing slopes (fore slopes); 

however, slopes facing away from the Sun (back 

slopes) are not entirely corrected. Massif materials, 

with <1 wt.% FeO, have w values approaching 0.53, 

whereas values in the Maunder Fm., interpreted to be 

Orientale impact melt, are ~0.3 and correspond to 4.5 

+/- 2 wt.% FeO [8]. Higher w values are associated 

with small, fresh impact crater materials. 

Modeled values of w on the broad, Sun-facing fore 

slope of the large massif shown in Fig. 1, which 

appears to be a good exposure of PAN, range from 

0.38 at the base to 0.5 at the summit. This variation 

could reflect compositional mixing of PAN with 

materials of the Maunder Fm. or of less mature PAN 

material at the top with more mature, but still very 

feldspathic, material downslope. We are evaluating 

such hypotheses using M
3
 spectra, which exhibit 

absorption band variations that include deep and 

clear to poorly defined 1.25 m absorptions, to 

poorly defined 1.25 m absorptions, indicative of 

crystalline anorthite, to featureless spectra, which 

may be associated with more mature feldspathic soils.    

3. Discussion 

Materials associated with massifs of the Inner Rook 

Ring exhibit some of the highest w values on the 

lunar surface [4]. We selected this location as one of  

 

Figure 1: Example of data from analysis of NAC 

photometry at IRR1 site (Cen Lat: 19.516°S, Cen Lon: 

86.607°W). Single scattering albedo (w) computed using 

local incidence and emission extracted from DTM.  

the first to study in detail because the massifs likely 

contain a high proportion of PAN [6]. Nevertheless, 

we observe variability in small “patches” that are not 

associated with topography, with w ranging from 0.4 

to 0.5. In the hilly inter-massif terrain shown in Fig. 1, 

w values are lower, in some areas reaching as low as 

0.3, consistent with Maunder Fm. values [8]. Perhaps 

these are areas where impact melt mixed with 

uplifted anorthositic rocks. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

Ongoing work includes assessing whether local 

variations in w correlate with mineralogical 

variations using M
3
 data. Variations do occur at local 

(NAC) scale, but careful assessment is required to 

distinguish compositional from topographic and 

maturity effects.  
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